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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

The WHO and the UNICEF established the Technical Expert Advisory group on nutrition Monitoring (TEAM) to advise on enhancing global monitoring of the Global Nutrition Monitoring Framework (GNMF) indicators to track progress against the six global nutrition targets. Part of TEAM’s role is to identify emerging research questions and needs related to nutrition monitoring and to recommend action to develop or refine indicators and operational guidance. This review paper draws on identifying the research priorities for nutrition. The first objective of this report is to examine the information available about how nutrition knowledge and evidence derived from various sources of nutrition data are used by decision-makers in practice in countries. The second objective is to take the most promising research priorities identified by TEAM, among those not part of the first objective, and outline the questions and the current sources of information or groups working on related issues.

Research methods

The literature review was conducted to identify relevant papers on the topic of using nutrition knowledge and evidence to bring policy changes in countries using appropriate search terms in PubMed and Google Scholar database. Several programme documents of different nutrition initiatives such as Partnerships and Opportunities to Strengthen and Harmonize Actions for Nutrition (POSHAN) in India, and Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement, Stories of Change (SoC) were reviewed. Two case studies were developed drawing on the country-specific experience of India and Rwanda that highlight major nutrition initiatives regarding the use of information for improving nutrition. The use of nutrition data for decision making (objective 1) is discussed under five themes that span across the process of translating knowledge into policy and action: i) defining the issue, ii) enhancing understanding, iii) influencing actors, iv) informing policy and implementation, and v) monitoring and evaluation. A summary of the literature review is listed to address the second objective.

Findings

A. Defining the issue: knowledge framing

Timely and credible nutrition data on coverage, quality, scale, and nutrition outcomes influence knowledge framing and allow decision-makers to understand the nutrition burden. Effective knowledge framing increased the awareness of multiple nutrition issues among the stakeholders in the six participating countries under the Stories of Change (SoC) initiative (Bangladesh, Ethiopia, India, Nepal, Senegal, and Zambia). The SoC team also reported that knowledge framing was crucial for generating awareness among civil society and bringing positive changes in nutrition. For example, in Zambia, community members reported the improved intra-household distribution of food, increased awareness of nutrition, and improvements in local economies. Framing of knowledge also helped in building strong political commitment and maintain strategic communication between different nutrition partners.
Media, however, plays an important role in knowledge framing and communicating nutrition knowledge.

**B. Enhancing the understanding: use of multidimensional data**

Credible and valid multidimensional data enhance understanding of nutrition problems and provide an empirical basis for evidence-based nutrition policymaking. Data on the health and nutritional status of adults and children collected in national surveys can serve as the basis for national nutrition monitoring and developing dietary guidelines. Dietary surveys in low-income countries, however, are limited by inadequate research infrastructure, low investment, lack of data collection and data processing technology. Developing countries have abundant data on nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive indicators, yet evidence-based decision making is hindered due to lack of meaningful utilization of these data. POSHAN in India aimed to fill this knowledge gap by synthesizing the existing pool of information and generating new knowledge through several research activities. The initiative also focused on generating knowledge of the funding process and estimating costs.

**C. Influencing multisectoral actors: government and non-government stakeholders and civil society**

Successful advocacy for sustaining long-term nutrition commitment by the decision-makers requires meaningful communication of nutrition information with a diverse range of nutrition actors. For example, multisectoral nutrition strategies in Rwanda involving different ministries, the establishment of coordination secretariat to increase synergy between actors, joint planning at national and district level, and collective monitoring of nutrition indicators had contributed to developing multidimensional solutions to tackle the nutrition problems in the country. In Vietnam, Bangladesh, and Ethiopia, *Alive & Thrive* acted as an advocate for infant and young child feeding through evidence gathering, evidence-based policy dialogue, network and capacity building of nutrition actors, and dissemination of evidence using diverse platforms including media campaigns while working closely with the governments and NGOs.

**D. Informing policy and implementation: effective communication using data**

Politics, governance, country’s capacity, and financial resources create an enabling environment to act on the commitments and require communication of knowledge to accelerate nutrition improvements. In Ethiopia, consultative and participatory planning through community engagement is required to reinforce the understanding of nutrition problems by the stakeholders. Nutrition information is used to inform food safety policies and regulatory processes. Often, disagreement among nutrition actors can arise as a result of diversely acting institutional perspectives and interests, and such interest-based conflicts cannot be easily overcome by evidence alone rather require negotiation and conflict resolution through effective communication and by improving contextual knowledge of the stakeholders. *Transform Nutrition* and the SUN movement have produced a toolkit that outlines possible ways to increase the knowledge of decision-makers and prioritizes developing clear and cohesive narratives and evidence to strengthen the multisectoral understanding of the decision-makers.
E. Monitoring and evaluation: strengthening the accountability

Accountability requires clarity and cross-sectoral consensus on the roles and responsibilities of different actors for which timely data are required. Data visualizations facilitate decision-making by presenting data in a more interpretative and persuasive way to the target audiences. SUN Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability and Learning (MEAL) is using country dashboards to support SUN Movement stakeholders at national, regional and global levels to assess progress, using a standard set of indicators that are aligned with the SUN’s theory of change model. The important indicators without data should also be included for tracking nutrition progress to hold the implementers accountable and displaying them could be a powerful reminder to nutrition-decision makers to highlight gaps and advocate for their inclusion in surveys.

Conclusion

There is a critical need for developing cost-efficient methods of generating multidimensional nutrition data on immediate determinants of malnutrition as well as nutrition-sensitive sectors in the resource poor-countries. Evidence from multiple initiatives to improve nutrition shows that data presented in persuasive and interpretative ways developed awareness about the nutrition issues among the key stakeholders and influenced the decision-making process through multisectoral collaboration. Proactive role of nutrition researchers and programmers in collating, synthesizing, and communicating nutrition information has proven to be a successful strategy of accelerating the knowledge translation into action by engaging policy makers to make sustainable political commitments for nutrition improvement. Making nutrition indicators a priority and using effective monitoring and tracking tools are necessary to further facilitate the decision making and planning for future nutrition programmes in the countries.
1. BACKGROUND

Improving nutrition is central to addressing global development challenges due to nutrition’s inherent relationship, both directly and indirectly, with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Successful programming to reduce the burden of malnutrition requires addressing the immediate and underlying determinants through nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive interventions and simultaneously investing in building an enabling environment with relevant laws, regulations, and policies (1). Nutrition programmes are more successful when they are designed based on robust evidence and knowledge, implemented through multisectoral collaboration, and sustained by increased political commitment and investment (2).

Technical Expert Advisory group on nutrition Monitoring (TEAM) and its role:

The WHO and the UNICEF established the Technical Expert Advisory group on Nutrition Monitoring (TEAM) to advise on enhancing global monitoring of the Global Nutrition Monitoring Framework (GNMF) indicators to track progress against the six global nutrition targets (3). TEAM aims to achieve this through shared learning and the development of harmonized standards, tools and methods in relevant sectors such as health, agriculture and social protection. Part of TEAM’s role is to identify emerging research questions and needs related to nutrition monitoring and to recommend action to develop or refine indicators and methods for the GNMF. TEAM members previously submitted suggested research topics of interest, and many of these topics have been taken up by the working group (the 7th TEAM meeting, 5–6 February 2019, New York, USA), including antenatal iron supplementation, breastfeeding counselling, anthropometry data quality, diet quality indicators, quality-adjusted coverage indicators, annual malnutrition prevalence data for countries and regions, and nutrition in school-age children and adolescents (4).

This review paper draws on the discussion of the 7th TEAM meeting on identifying the research priorities for nutrition. The objective of this report is two-fold. First, the report will examine the information available about how nutrition knowledge and evidence derived from various sources of nutrition data are used by decision-makers in practice in countries (Objective 1). Second, the report will take the most promising research priorities identified by TEAM (Appendix 1), among those not part of objective 1, and outline the questions and the current sources of information or groups working on related issues (Objective 2).

2. RESEARCH METHODS

We conducted a literature review to identify relevant papers on the topic of using nutrition knowledge and evidence to bring policy changes in countries. For the literature search, we used the following search terms: Nutrition AND (Knowledge OR data OR evidence), Nutrition AND (Policy OR Decision making). We used the “PubMed” and “Google Scholar” database to identify relevant papers and had suggestions from nutrition experts with relevant experience to guide and facilitate the literature search. Several programme documents of different nutrition initiatives such as Partnerships and Opportunities to Strengthen and Harmonize Actions for Nutrition (POSHAN) in India, Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement, and Stories of Change (SoC),
were reviewed to understand the country-specific context of the use of knowledge and evidence for decision making. We focused our search and used relevant examples primarily in the context of developing countries with a high burden of undernutrition such as India, Ethiopia, and Bangladesh, but best practices from developed countries were also reviewed. Two case studies were developed drawing on the country-specific experience of India and Rwanda that highlight major nutrition initiatives regarding the use of information for improving nutrition in these countries.

This review paper discusses the use of nutrition data for decision making (objective 1) under five themes that span across the process of translating knowledge into policy and action: i) defining the issue, ii) enhancing understanding, iii) influencing actors, iv) informing policy and implementation, and v) monitoring and evaluation (Figure 1). This review paper also includes a summary of the literature review in Appendix 1 to address objective 2.
Figure 1: Conceptual framework on use of nutrition data for decision making showing relationships across the themes
3. FINDINGS

3.1 Defining the issue: knowledge framing

Framing of nutrition knowledge comprises a set of concepts and theoretical perspectives by which decision-makers (and nutrition actors) perceive and are made aware of nutrition problems including the definition, magnitude, and possible causes. Development of both internal framing alignment, i.e., the nutrition actors are aligned with a common interpretation of a problem, and external framing alignment, i.e., public portrayal of nutrition issues that resonate with the external audience, is required as the primary step for decision making (5). Framing is most effective when it is developed based on existing knowledge and evidence and influenced by timeliness and credibility of nutrition data on coverage, quality, scale, and nutrition outcomes (6). Gillespie and colleagues (2017) identified that being able to frame nutrition challenges with support from international community increased the awareness of multiple nutrition issues among the stakeholders in the six participating countries under the Stories of Change (SoC) initiative (Bangladesh, Ethiopia, India, Nepal, Senegal, and Zambia) (6). The SoC team synthesized knowledge by analysing the countries’ trends of change in nutrition indicators and identifying possible determinants of the change (using regression and decomposition analysis) and thus aided understanding where decision-makers of the respective countries stand in the nutrition landscape comparing with others. Framing of knowledge also helped maintain strategic communication among different nutrition partners to understand the severity and burden of malnutrition (e.g., high stunting rates) and enabled strong political commitment building to address the problems (6).

Knowledge framing is also crucial for generating awareness among civil society and bringing positive changes in nutrition as explored by the SoC team through community-level research. In Zambia, community members reported the improved intra-household distribution of food, increased awareness of nutrition, and improvements in local economies – all of which were linked to improvements in nutrition in the country (7). In-depth information about the lived experience of the respondents thus complements the quantitative data collected on nutrition indicators and help decision-makers develop more pragmatic nutrition policies.

Knowledge framing is more likely to influence policies when it is aligned with the underlying values, beliefs, and motivation of the decision-makers as reported in a study examining the advancement of nutrition policies in Vietnam (8). Providing adequate resources to decision-makers on the high stunting problem in Vietnam through multiple Mainstreaming Nutrition Initiative meetings and capitalizing the problem on cultural motivations (stunting having impacts on the country’s socio-economic improvement, sports performance) helped achieve the ‘external framing’ of stunting issues and influence the policy focus on addressing the stunting (8).

Media, as one of the key stakeholders in the policy-making process, plays an important role in knowledge framing and communicating nutrition knowledge through debates and dialogues (9). In Malawi, South Africa, and Zambia, an initiative was taken by Feed the Future Innovation Lab to strengthen the capacity of the media to report on food security and nutrition policy-related issues by capacity development workshops for young journalists (10). The workshop was an
opportunity for journalists to network with researchers who could provide their expert opinions and to participate in a policy analysis exercise. In Bangladesh, *Alive & Thrive* had media engagement activities as part of the policy advocacy component of the initiative to improve key practices related to breastfeeding and complementary feeding (11).

Despite appropriate framing of nutritional issues, the taking of appropriate actions is not guaranteed. For instance, information on the nutritional need of the population at the time of acute and prolonged crisis, either natural (e.g., drought) or humanmade (e.g., forcibly displaced population), is a critical need for effective and efficient emergency response. The framing of such catastrophe often highlights the lack of food as the reason for undernutrition among that population and the food aid donors and NGOs take interest in food distribution activities without prioritizing quality and nutrition content of the distributed food (12).

### 3.2 Enhancing the understanding: use of multidimensional data

Credible and valid multidimensional data enhance understanding of nutrition problems and provide an empirical basis for evidence-based nutrition policymaking. Given the complexity of multisectoral system within which nutrition-related decisions are taken and implemented, the sources of available nutrition data are also multi-dimensional in nature. In the US, the *National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey* (NHANES) produces rich data on the health and nutritional status of adults and children periodically (13). This multidisciplinary survey collects data on dietary intake, dietary supplement, dietary behaviour, risk factors for diet-related chronic disease, environmental exposure, and nutritional status of the participants. Automated data entry platform along with the evolving nature of the survey protocol allows timely release of population-level estimates and reference data in the public domain. NHANES can also be linked externally with information on food environment, market economy, and health record, and the databases are continuously updated through public-private partnerships. NHANES, therefore, serves as the basis for national nutrition monitoring to inform diverse policies related to nutrition and health, and developing dietary guidelines (13).

Dietary surveys in low-income countries, however, are limited by inadequate research infrastructure, low investment, lack of data collection and data processing technology, and insufficient food composition information, all of which limit the scope of evidence-based decision making by the nutrition actors (14). Use of contextually adaptable, interviewer-administered dietary assessment platforms such as computer-based or tablet-based programmes could improve efficiency in collection of dietary and nutrition behaviour data and minimize the huge cost related to data management in low-income countries (14).

Despite the gap in the availability of diet and food consumption data, developing countries have abundant data on nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive indicators generated through periodically conducted nationally representative surveys. Yet, evidence-based decision making is hindered in these countries due to a lack of meaningful utilization of these data (6). The cross-sectional design of the available national surveys limits their usability to explain causal paths linking the drivers of nutritional change with the outcomes. Moreover, the dearth of evidence generated from well-designed prospective studies evaluating nutrition-specific or
nutrition-sensitive interventions in the public domain further limits evidence-based decision making.

POSHAN in India aimed to fill this knowledge gap by synthesizing the existing pool of information and generating new knowledge through a number of research activities (15). In Africa, the African Network of Food Data System (AFROFOODS) supported by the International Network of Food Data Systems (INFOODS) strengthened the capacity of governments and sub-regional laboratories for the development and regular update of country-specific and regional food composition databases which have informed policy development in many African countries (16).

In addition to nutrition-specific interventions aimed at modifying immediate factors of malnutrition (e.g., individual diet and supplements intake), evidence suggests that the improvement in nutritional status in several countries is largely attributable to the nutrition-sensitive sectors including economic development, women’s education and empowerment, improved water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH), reduction in fertility rates, and increased access to health care (6). A key challenge that developing countries face is inconsistencies in data collection, lack of quality data on agriculture and nutrition, and limited analysis of data as identified by a review paper from the Leveraging Agriculture for Nutrition in South Asia Research (LANSA) research consortium (17). As part of exploring how agriculture and food-related interventions can be better designed to improve nutrition, Lansa highlighted the importance of creating publicly accessible data repositories supported by bioinformatic tools to facilitate access and analysis of large data sets for long term return on investment (18).

Information on finance data, i.e., the detailed understanding of the funding process, estimating cost, budget allocation, etc., is crucial to improving predictability, transparency, and accountability of donor funds. Evidence demonstrating the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of nutrition interventions help support effective advocacy and policies when they are clearly communicated with the decision-makers (5). Lamstein et al. (2016) discussed the acute shortage of financing data in developing countries and suggested governments and their partners should develop and strengthen budget and expenditure tracking systems for nutrition (2). In five sub-Saharan African countries, the Budget Transparency and Child Nutrition report found low rates of budget transparency for child nutrition and recommended that governments should publish planned spending and expenditures on child nutrition over multiple budget years and submit timely annual accounts to independent audit offices (19). Often, the shift of interest of the key project management team during post-intervention period could hinder generation of scientific knowledge from project activities as observed in Bangladesh, Vietnam, and Ethiopia after investing substantial resources for costing of the Alive & Thrive project to promote infant and young child feeding (personal communication). The POSHAN initiative in India, on the other hand, could successfully generate knowledge on costing estimate for delivering nutrition-specific and sensitive information (15, 20). This set of information aims to facilitate the decision-makers in examining the programmes that account for major share of the total estimated cost (e.g., supplementary food and cash transfers to women in India), estimating the return on investment, and prioritizing the most effective programmes for scaling up (20).
3.3 Influencing multisectoral actors: government and non-government stakeholders and civil society

Nutritional improvement has recently been driven by different multisectoral actors in the internal and external context connected by institutional links (2). Such a network of actors varies widely in structure and membership composition including government bureaucrats, NGOs, donors, academics, private sector, international agencies, and civil society representatives such as community leaders. Stakeholders perceive in general that there is a lack of consistent, reliable, and convincing evidence-base on nutrition (21). Successful advocacy for sustaining long-term commitment by the decision-makers, therefore, requires meaningful communication of nutrition information with a diverse range of nutrition actors to overcome this perception. One programme review paper, as part the SoC initiative in Rwanda, identified that multisectoral nutrition strategies involving different ministries, establishment of coordination secretariat to increase synergy between actors, joint planning at national and district level, and collective monitoring of nutrition indicators had contributed to increasing nutrition awareness among the decision-makers and developing multidimensional solutions to tackle the nutrition problems (22).

Knowledge is more likely to be translated into policy actions when authoritative bodies are part of synthesizing and generating evidence in a coordinated way (5, 23). In Vietnam, Bangladesh, and Ethiopia, a similar role was played by Alive & Thrive that acted as an advocate for infant and young child feeding, especially complementary feeding, through evidence gathering, evidence-based policy dialogue, network and capacity building of nutrition actors, and dissemination of evidence using diverse platforms including media campaigns while working closely with the governments and NGOs (24). Alive & Thrive’s success in bringing positive policy changes in these countries was largely attributed to its diverse and sustained efforts of showcasing the evidence using high profile policy windows and building consensus around the issues through the engagement of the policy champions (24).

The SUN Movement used experiential learning and drew upon the experience of policymakers, nutrition leaders, programme managers, implementers and also representatives from civil society from 57 participating countries (as of August 2019) in a collective effort to improve nutrition since 2010 (25). SUN also provides support for ensuring a minimum set of good quality nutrition data to address the data gaps through their global and regional partners. The efforts of SUN in bringing multiple stakeholders from multiple levels together to share their experience and commit to common nutrition results have been successful in bringing positive nutrition policies in the participating countries as identified by the Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability, and Learning (MEAL) system (26). The MEAL System uses a set of 79 indicators to capture countries’ progress aligned with the SUN Movement Theory of Change and relies on both primary and secondary data collected by the SUN networks. The secondary data are gathered from validated global databases such as WHO, UNICEF, DHS, MICS, FAO, and others (26). Being members of the SUN Movement, the countries monitor their implementation progress, assess their impact on nutrition, and share the results ensuring that good quality data is used for decision making, accountability, and advocacy.
To increase the use of the data by nutrition actors into decision making more proactive engagement is required as they are more often the passive user of nutrition data as suggested by one paper examining the use of *Household Consumption and Expenditures Surveys* (HCES) (27). More proactive involvement of the nutrition actors through planning, designing, implementation, and analysis of such surveys are required so that these surveys can be strengthened for evidence-based policymaking which is more aligned to the specific nutrition needs of the country. In cases, a diverse nutrition community should consult with experts from diverse areas including economists and market analysts to address the country-specific technical and financial constraints (27).

### 3.4 Informing policy and implementation: effective communication using data

The policy is developed as a result of strong political commitment to implement nutrition-related activities in the countries and the use of data helps make the commitments specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and timely (SMART) (28). Politics, governance, country’s capacity, and financial resources create the enabling environment to act on those commitments and require generation and communication of knowledge to accelerate the nutrition. In absence of adequate multi-level communication and multi-sectoral collaboration, it is difficult to balance the dominance of top-down governance over the bottom-up planning, participation and feedback mechanism which results in poor implementation of nutrition activities at and below the national level. One SoC paper based on Ethiopia suggested that to progress both nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive programming using multisectoral platforms adequate understanding of and commitment to addressing nutritional challenges are required by the mid-level actors (29). The authors suggested that consultative and participatory planning through community engagement is required to reinforce the understanding of nutrition problems by the stakeholders (29). Beyond the national boundary, global decision-makers—primarily donors and civil society—need data to support their financing, strategic planning, and advocacy decisions to support country stakeholders.

Besides informing policy through evidence-based development of political commitment, nutrition information is also used to inform food safety policies and regulatory processes. NHANES data in the US have been used to develop and revise food labelling and food fortification policies, and establish food safety guidelines (13). Formation of regulation and policies are not often straightforward when complex issues are involved and there is diversity among the nutrition experts regarding the nutrition problem. In Australia, obesity emerged as a social and political issue, however, the resulting alliance of physical activity, nutrition, and other issues into a single obesity category was problematic and brought a diversity of experts into the competition (30). When the lack of a clear regulatory target is identified as a challenge more specific targeting of product categories with a strong evidence-base can be successful to raise awareness around the use of the product (e.g., the role of sugar-sweetened beverages for child obesity). But absence of evidence on complex issues like obesity may defer the development of political interest in obesity prevention policies (30). This fact suggests that political priority is more likely to emerge when both an evidence-informed and practice-based approach to policy is adopted (31). Pelletier and colleagues (2011) found that the disagreement among the nutrition actors was the result of diversely acting institutional perspectives and interests, and
such interest-based conflicts cannot be easily overcome by evidence alone rather require negotiation and conflict resolution through integrating scientific evidence and improving contextual knowledge of the stakeholders (12). Transform Nutrition and the SUN Movement have recently produced a toolkit that outlines possible ways to increase the knowledge of decision-makers and prioritizes developing clear cohesive narratives and evidence to strengthen the multisectoral understanding of the decision-makers (32).

3.5 Monitoring and evaluation: strengthening the accountability

Accountability requires clarity and cross-sectoral consensus on the roles and responsibilities of different actors including the citizens and civil society. To establish accountability and inform actions, timely data on outcomes of actions and programmes are required to be available and accessible in public domains. In the US, NHANES data are used for monitoring, tracking the nation’s nutrition and health status, developing monitoring tool and updating reference index. The data are also used to plan and evaluate federal nutrition programmes especially the food assistance programme and to determine how well the nation is doing in terms of dietary reference intakes (13). While the majority of nutrition data come from national surveys providing the estimates at national or state level, there is paucity of data at the sub-national level. Data are also required to ensure horizontal coherence (information sharing across sectors) and vertical coherence (national to community level) among the stakeholders as well as the community members.

Data visualizations facilitate decision-making by presenting data in a more interpretative and persuasive way of conveying the key messages to the target audiences. Conventionally, many such visualization techniques in nutrition aim to track progress towards global goals without highlighting the data that help interpret pathways in the Theory of Change. This, in turn, makes it difficult for the decision-makers to identify and prioritize the specific intervention elements (actionable indicators) that lead to the observed changes and to support strategic planning, implementation, and advocacy decisions. The SUN MEAL is using country dashboards to support SUN Movement stakeholders at national, regional and global levels to assess progress, using a standard set of indicators that are aligned with the SUN’s Theory of Change model. These dashboards aim to identify patterns in performance and inform strategic decisions towards reducing the burden of malnutrition in SUN countries. The monitoring dashboards are also adaptable for use at the sub-national level by including additional indicators if they are available (33). The important indicators without data should also be included for tracking nutrition progress to hold the implementers accountable and displaying them could be a powerful reminder to nutrition-decision makers to highlight gaps and advocate for their inclusion in surveys. For example, the SUN MEAL reports a list of ‘in progress’ relevant and critical indicators for countries even if they lack data in that field (33). Also, the GNMF has included twenty indicators to track monitoring of the six global nutrition targets, however, many countries currently lack the data to report on these indicators.

Accountability regarding the nutrition-sensitive aspects of national programmes is inadequate in most of the developing countries due to lack of evidence on agriculture-nutrition linkages i.e., how agricultural productions have impacts on nutrition outcomes. The available evidence,
mostly derived from nutrition-focused pilot projects or agricultural interventions, is scattered and poorly documented. In a paper examining the nutrition sensitivity of agriculture in Bangladesh, India and Pakistan, van den Bold and colleagues (2015) suggested that high-quality data on nutrition, agriculture, and health need to be collected with functioning coordination involving public and private organizations related to health, WASH, nutrition, and agriculture to increase the accountability of nutrition-sensitive initiatives. The authors also suggested that dissemination of knowledge and evidence derived from those data across multiple stakeholders can expand the nutrition literacy from policymakers to extension workers and communities and engage them in making concerted effort efficiently towards improving nutrition in their countries (21).
3.6 Case Studies

**POSHAN in India: Use of nutrition data through the development of knowledge system, identification of knowledge network and promoting knowledge mobilization**

The use of relevant and timely nutrition data has always been a challenge in developing and adopting effective nutrition policies and implementing actions through multisectoral collaboration in developing countries like India. POSHAN has played a pivotal role in facilitating the availability of, access to, and use of knowledge to inform programme and policy decisions among the stakeholders working for nutrition improvement in India (15).

POSHAN aimed to create a ‘knowledge system’ through the synthesis of an existing pool of information and generation of new knowledge through a number of research activities and presenting it before the nutrition actors of the country. As part of knowledge synthesis, POSHAN conducted review of programme and policy documents at national level, compiled and featured findings from global and national research papers on its website, abstract digests, newsletters, supported public launch of global nutrition studies, developed district data profiles, and conducted secondary analysis from national surveys. To generate new knowledge, the research team of POSHAN conducted a number of research activities including stakeholder network mapping exercise to better understand the landscape of and links among actors involved in influencing programme and policy decisions in nutrition. This has helped identify the ‘knowledge network’ of nutrition in India.

Research conducted by POSHAN identified that the knowledge network that brought varied stakeholders together did not have an associated strong knowledge resource base (34). Therefore, POSHAN aimed to strengthen the existing nutrition network through ‘knowledge mobilization’ i.e. process of connecting research to decisionmakers to inform decisions by bringing diverse stakeholders at district, state and national levels, facilitating dialogues, learnings, and consensus-building around nutrition issues and by engaging with media to report on nutrition-related issues (15). POSHAN also worked towards strengthening the dialogue around the availability and use of data to track nutrition status and thus promoting the accountability of the nutrition actors to their commitments of achieving nutrition targets (15).

Thus, developing a comprehensive package of nutrition information and facilitating diverse nutrition actors in a collaborating network, POSHAN could successfully support effective decision-making for nutrition and accelerate the change in nutrition in India (35).

**Rwanda: Use of nutrition information for effective communication and raising awareness across multiple sectors**

Rwanda has observed a substantial reduction in prevalence of wasting, stunting, and anaemia among children between 2005 and 2015, yet the country faces high burden of malnutrition. A range of health, fertility and socioeconomic factors was identified as the drivers of this change in nutrition (22). These drivers of change acted in an enabling environment comprising positive leadership, governance, and policy environment. In the past few decades, there have been a
number of collaborative efforts to identify and prioritize nutrition issues and develop coordinated multi-sectoral planning to improve nutrition in the country. During these stages of developing the concerted efforts, knowledge, and evidence generated from nutrition information and data played a vital role.

Rwanda has been successful in raising awareness among its governmental and non-governmental nutrition actors, civil society representatives and people in general about the key nutrition problems such as low coverage of exclusive breastfeeding and adequate complementary feeding, stunting, and anaemia. Nutrition actors were engaged in nutrition discussion through discourses and policy dialogues which helped them understand the implication of investing in nutrition-specific and nutrition-sensitive programmes to tackle the nutrition issues. To highlight these issues, the prevalence of different nutrition indicators is used as an estimate of the problem burden and yearly trends of nutrition indicators are generated using multiple Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) datasets to see how the country is performing over the years. A number of joint and collaborative initiatives involving multiple sectors of government took place over the years to reach a common consensus around the nutrition problems and established an enabling environment for making political and financial commitments to address the problems in a coherent way. One such initiative was the adoption of multisectoral National Food and Nutrition Policy 2013-2018 (NFNP) which brought different ministries and sectors together to address nutrition in Rwanda. Once the commitments to nutrition were made, clear and transparent communication of nutrition knowledge and evidence between the sectors (horizontal coherence) and at different levels of institutional structures (vertical coherence) were required in every stage of planning, designing and implementing the agreed-upon interventions. Investments were made to facilitate the complex and challenging task of coordinating multiple sectors for a common goal. The Social Cluster Food and Nutrition Steering Committee (SCF&NSC), the Food and Nutrition Technical Working Group (FNTWG), and the National Food and Nutrition Coordination Secretariat (NFCNS) are some examples of the coordinating bodies that functioned in Rwanda to improve the synergy among the nutrition stakeholders. The decentralized government structure of Rwanda played a key role in minimizing the complexity of communicating the nutrition goals across different levels of administrative hierarchy (e.g., national and sub-national levels) and reduced the challenge of information asymmetry as observed in other developing counties of the world. These committees as well as the governing bodies focused on strengthening the monitoring and evaluation of nutrition programmes across different sectors and made effective use of monitoring and evaluation data to inform decision making for scaling up of the effective programmes. The district-level analysis of improvement in nutrition showed that the districts with better nutrition status had put more intensive efforts in coordinating multiple sectors using monitoring and evaluation data than their counterparts. This further underscores the importance of using nutrition information and data in decision making.

Various methods of behaviour change communications including mass media have been used to make the population aware of the key nutrition issues of the country, particularly on food security, breastfeeding, and complementary feeding. The knowledge and evidence generated from various nutrition research and activities helped develop the contents of the communication materials as well as guided the policy dialogues among the nutrition actors.
Increased availability of health and nutrition-related programmes and awareness among the community people, in turn, improved the accessibility and utilization of such services leading to improved nutrition status in Rwanda over the years.

4. CONCLUSION

Successful nutrition programming through sustainable political commitments and multisectoral collaboration requires robust evidence generated from multidimensional nutrition data on immediate factors of malnutrition as well as nutrition-sensitive sectors. This review paper identifies that to make decisions based on nutrition data, the information must be credible and valid and properly communicated among the users of such information. This points to a critical need for developing cost-efficient methods of generating a range of nutrition data in resource-poor countries. Evidence from multiple initiatives to improve nutrition in different countries shows that data presented in persuasive and interpretative ways developed awareness about the nutrition issues among the key stakeholders of the countries and influenced the decision-making process. Proactive role of nutrition researchers and programmers in collating, synthesizing, and communicating nutrition information has proven to be a successful strategy of accelerating the knowledge translation into action by engaging the policy makers of the countries to make sustainable commitments for nutrition improvement. Nutrition information is also essential for maintaining strategic communication among the national and international nutrition partners playing critical role in decision making. To further facilitate the decision making and planning for future nutrition programmes, making nutrition indicators a priority and using effective monitoring and tracking tools are required globally.
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## Appendix 1

List of topics suggested by TEAM Research Priority Working Group, possible research questions and sources of information or research groups working on the listed topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Sources and/or working groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of nutrition data</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How countries are using nutrition data for decisions; and what kind of data triggers action</td>
<td>• Covered under objective 1</td>
<td>• Covered under objective 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition monitoring needs across the life course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance in countries of cross-sectoral data and data on how nutrition contributes to the outcomes of other sectors such as agriculture and social protection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variation in diet or weight</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Seasonality in diet or weight | • What are the direct and indirect paths of change in diet during seasonal variation?  
• How household food security, dietary diversity, and nutrient intakes differ between agricultural seasons among different populations (e.g., pregnant women) in different contexts (agrarian vs. highly industrialized environment)?  
• Which indicators are sensitive and specific to the change in diet due to seasonality? | • India National Family Health Survey-4  
• *Leveraging Agriculture for Nutrition in South Asia* (LANSA) consortium (36)  
• A systematic review on seasonality of food groups and energy intake (37)  
• Seasonal variation in household food insecurity and dietary diversity in Ethiopia (38)  
• In Shivgarh, Uttar Pradesh, season was a relatively weak predictor of growth in |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Sources and/or working groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within-country differences by province, state, or district</td>
<td>• What are the sustainable ways to manage the change in diet due to seasonality?</td>
<td>• India National Family Health Survey-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diets in contexts where meals are eaten outside of the home</td>
<td>• How much variation occurs at provincial, state, and district levels?</td>
<td>• A systematic review on eating out of home and its association with dietary intake (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What is the change in the pattern of eating habit outside of the home?</td>
<td>• USDA report on foods away from home (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What is the relationship of out-of-home eating frequency with obesity and other diet-related chronic diseases?</td>
<td>• Smith et al. discuss the changing trend of home food preparation in US (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What is the diet quality and nutritional intake when meals are eaten outside of the home?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Information needed for the prevention of diet-related chronic disease | • What indicators should countries use to track and estimate diet-related chronic disease and what are the available source of nationally representative information? | • TEAM Diet Quality Working Group  
• Diet collaborators of *Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors Study* (GBD)  
• The WHO/FAO Expert Consultation on Diet, Nutrition and the Prevention of Chronic Diseases (42)  
• Matthias B Schulze and colleagues (2018) discuss current knowledge of the associations between dietary patterns and chronic diseases (43)  
• Cohen and Knopman discuss policies to protect Americans from harmful exposures leading to diet-related chronic diseases (44) |
<p>|                                                      | • What are some possible ways to predict and prevent diet-related chronic diseases, especially in developing countries? |                                                                                                                                                            |
|                                                      | • How can food environments and dietary pattern be shifted to prevent diet-related chronic diseases? |                                                                                                                                                            |
|                                                      | • How nutrition information can contribute to developing food policies and regulations to prevent diet-related chronic diseases? |                                                                                                                                                            |
|                                                      | • What is the role of nutrition literacy and health communication theories in preventing diet-related chronic disease? |                                                                                                                                                            |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Sources and/or working groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Adjusting estimates (for example, to account for ‘aging-out’)                   | • What are some theoretical groundings of aging-out of nutrition care?  
• What are changes in food security due to aging-out of age-specific nutrition assistance programmes? | • Arteaga et. al (2016) discuss the impact of aging-out of WIC on food security (45)         |
|                                                                              |                                                                                                                                                      |                                                                                             |
| **Child nutrition indicators**                                                 | **How the proposed new prevalence thresholds for wasting, overweight, and stunting in children under 5 years**                                    |                                                                                             |
| Adjusting estimates (for example, to account for ‘aging-out’)                   | • How the proposed new prevalence thresholds have an influence on prioritizing the nutrition needs and actions of the countries, targeting the programmes by donors and global actors, tracking the progress, defining a nutrition emergency?  
• How the proposed prevalence thresholds for wasting, overweight, and stunting including admission and discharge criteria for SAM vary among children with acute and chronic illness such as dehydration and diarrhea, anemia, nutritional edema; born with low birth weight, fetal growth restriction  
• How different social, economic, cultural and political environment influence the threshold level (e.g., during forceful migration, immigrant and refugee children, war crisis etc.)?  
• How to best address the nutrition indicators for children under 6 months of age? | • De Onis and Colleagues (2019) TEAM Working Group on programmatic implications of the new prevalence thresholds for wasting, overweight, and stunting in children under 5 years (46)  
• Global Nutrition Cluster (GNC)  
• Council of Research and Technical Advice on Acute Malnutrition (CORTASAM)/ No Wasted Lives Coalition  
• Wasting-Stunting Technical Interest Group/ Emergency Nutrition Network (ENN)  
• Action Against Hunger or Action Contre La Faim (ACF)  
• Sphere Project                                                                 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Sources and/or working groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Relapse in SAM treatment                | • What criteria make the definition of SAM relapse specific, differentiating from 'new cases'  
• What is the burden of SAM relapse in the countries in different contexts?  
• How can the CMAM programme effectively track relapse cases?  
• What is the acceptable rate of relapse cases in SAM treatment?  
• What interventions to tackle relapse in SAM treatment are appropriate, effective and scalable? | • Countdown 2030                                                                                                                                     |
| Nutrition initiatives                   |                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                             |
| Effectiveness of mother-to-mother support groups | • What are the roles of peer support at different stages of pregnancy, delivery, and postnatal period (breastfeeding and IYCF practices)?  
• Can the peer-support group be used for identifying SAM and MAM cases in the community?  
• What motivates the mother to continue seeking peer support, attending support-group meetings?  
• How can online platforms aid the functioning of peer-support groups?  
• How can support groups promote agriculture-based nutrition-sensitive programmes? | • Ringing Up about Breastfeeding early (RUBY) in Australia: Peer support for breastfeeding provided in postnatal period by telephone call (47)  
• Volunteer Breastfeeding Support Groups in Ireland (La Leche League of Ireland, Friends of Breastfeeding, Cuidiú etc.) (48)  
• Baby-Friendly Community Initiative (BFCI) supported by MCSP/USAID in Kenya: Cooking demonstration of complementary foods (49)  
• Regan and Brown (2019) explored online peer support system for breastfeeding (50) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research topics</th>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Sources and/or working groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Paid performance-based initiatives (e.g., in Nigeria)| • How does performance-based financing (PBF) strengthen the strategic purchasing of health care and improve nutrition?  
• What indicators should be prioritized (e.g., remunerated indicators) to assess the impact of PBF on nutrition improvement?  
• How can the trainer’s incentive-based initiatives improve the effectiveness of nutrition training programmes?  
• What is needed to implement the best-suited strategies in PBF (health manager’s autonomy, community involvement, etc.)?  
• To what extent can PBF address social determinants of health inequalities? | • Performance-based financing scheme applied to nutrition services in Burundi (55), Rwanda (56), Armenia (57), and Results-Based Financing for Maternal and Newborn Health (RBF4MNH) Initiative in Malawi (58)  
• Competency-based/incentive-based nutrition training programme for government health workers in Bangladesh by UNICEF |
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